Dear HiveMQ Enthusiast,

We hope the new year is off to a great start! As we continue our journey into 2022, we would like to thank you for your continued support of HiveMQ, and wish you and your teams all the success in 2022. As always we have some exciting things to talk about, so read on to learn more...

---

**Top Stories**

HiveMQ CEO Christian Götz's blog post on what we achieved in 2021 and what we plan to achieve in 2022.

[Read on](#)

With HiveMQ Cloud Pay As You Go plan, you can now customize your HiveMQ Cloud cluster URL in a quick and easy way.

[Learn More](#)

---

**Product Updates**

HiveMQ 4.7.3 Maintenance Release

[Know More](#)

HiveMQ 4.6.7 Maintenance Release

[Know More](#)
Latest on the Blog

- IoT @AWS re:Invent 2021: The Hotel California Effect
- MQTT on Raspberry Pi: Send Sensor Data to HiveMQ Cloud with Java and Pi4J
- Using MQTT and Raspberry Pi to Visualize Sensor Data on a TilesFX Dashboard
- Sending Sensor Data From Raspberry Pi Pico to HiveMQ Cloud
- Event Driven Microservices Architecture for IoT Solutions Using MQTT

UPCOMING WEBINAR

Back to Basics
An Introduction to MQTT
January 26, 2022
11 am EST/ 5 pm CET

Top Videos

- Testing the Scalability of a Robust IoT System With Confidence
- MQTT on Raspberry Pi Series
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We're hiring!

Do you want to work with some of the brightest minds who are revolutionizing the IoT space with innovative MQTT solutions? Check out our job openings.

Here are a few open right now:

- Technical Account Manager (m/w/d)
- (Senior) Software Engineer (m/f/d)
- Senior Site Reliability Engineer (m/f/d)
- Front-end Web Developer (m/f/d)

Feel free to forward this newsletter to your colleague or a friend whom you think might be interested. They can subscribe to this newsletter here.

If there's anything in particular you'd like to talk to us about or learn more, contact us and we'll be happy to schedule a call.

See you in the next edition!

Cheers,

Your HiveMQ Team